
A DISCUSSION OF ENGLISH

Giving and justifying opinions in English can also bring students a sense of accomplishment, as they are using the
language to express complex ideas. Discussion activities encourage critical thinking, and are therefore excellent
preparation for speaking tests, such as IELTS or.

Useful sub-skills for students There are a number of different sub-skills which students will need to be able to
successfully and effectively participate in a group discussion. Each quarter could then represent a different
point and the reasons behind it. Setting up group discussions There are several key things to consider when
setting up group discussions in the classroom to ensure that they run successfully. Persuade This skill comes in
useful when students need to make decisions on how to do something e. Music Everybody loves music and
most people feel very strong emotions towards itâ€”especially when it comes to the music that they love or
hate most. Remember why you are in Group Discussion in the first place. How often do you cook? Their
partner blocks the statement with a negative and gives a reason why. What important life lessons have you
learned? For each group discussion, you can then refer them to the appropriate section of the list and give
them a few moments to consider the language before beginning the discussion. It involves teamwork, but at
the same time, it portrays individual personalities. What do you think dreams mean? What makes a good first
date in your opinion? A greatly universal topic that could have students discussing quite a few things, which
could all relate to real life too! This kind of activity encourages students to beat their personal best. How much
of your dreams do you remember? A few example questions include: How often do you plan things? In this
methodology, the group of candidates is given a topic or a situation, given a few minutes to think about the
same, and then asked to discuss the it among themselves for minutes. Problems Even though nobody likes to
talk about problems, per se, everybody still talks about their problems to other people! This will also ensure
that you get exposed to real Conversational English â€” things such as modern slang words and idiomatic
expressions. What is a common first date like in your country? What time do you usually go to sleep? Most
traditional English courses still focus on teaching grammar theory and asking students to memorize word lists.


